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Abstract: Luminescence dating is an important method for age determination that is based on studying the luminescence characteristics of quartz and feldspar as the most common minerals in sediments and artifacts. The greatest advantage of this dating method is its wide dynamic range, starting from 10 years to 500,000 years and its ability to be applied on many different materials and to a range of grain sizes, from fine slits to medium sand. Measurements in this paper are done on sediment samples by optically stimulated luminescence technique, including sample preparation and analysis of results.
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INTRODUCTION

The basis of luminescence dating lies in the structure and properties of minerals. Minerals gain energy from internal and external radionuclides of the $^{238}\text{U}$, $^{232}\text{Th}$ and $^{40}\text{K}$ series, as well as from cosmic rays, by which some electrons jump to higher energy states [1]. In the process of return to their ground state, they may be trapped in some imperfections of the crystal lattice. Electrons stay in this state until they are exposed to optical or thermal stimulation, which gives them enough energy to leave the traps and recombine with holes. As a result of this recombination, photons are released and registered, i.e. a luminescence signal is detected.

The first assumption of luminescence dating is that the target material was completely emptied of trapped charge by its last exposure to light or heat. By this, the luminescence signal is reset, after which the sample starts over to accumulate energy.

Grains of the material play the role of natural dosimeters. The total absorbed dose is calculated by optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) or by thermoluminescence (TL). A comparison is made between the natural luminescence signal and luminescence signals after exposure of the sample to different laboratory doses, i.e. a calibration curve is obtained.
The dose rate is calculated by gamma spectrometry. The second assumption of luminescence dating is that the dose rate has been constant through time.

Performance tests, including recycling, recuperation, thermal transfer, preheat plateau and dose recovery, as well as detailed studies show that this method for dating is precise and accurate.

Dose rate varies between 1 to 2 Gy·ka⁻¹, where 1Gy = 1J/kg, and ka represents a period of 1000 years. By measuring the total absorbed dose, the age of the analyzed sample can be determined.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Electrons of a single atom are only allowed to exist in certain discrete energy levels. Energy values between these discrete levels are forbidden for an electron in a free atom. When atoms form a solid, individual energy levels of an atom break up and form bands of allowed energy states. These energy bands in the solid are separated by forbidden energy bands.

In a typical material, the two outermost bands are called the valence band and the conduction band, separated by a forbidden energy gap - the band gap. The valence band is the lower band of allowed states. Since electrons tend to fill the lowest available energy states, the valence band is almost always completely filled with electrons. The conduction band is the upper band of allowed states.

When imperfections are present in the crystal structure, electrons can jump between valence and conduction band, leaving free electrons in the conduction band and free holes in the valence band. This means that the imperfections in the crystal structure form new localized energy levels in the band gap. When minerals are exposed to ionizing radiation, electrons may gain enough energy to leave the energy band and be trapped in some imperfection of the lattice. When this material is later exposed to optical or thermal stimulation, trapped electrons gain energy to release and recombine with holes, thus emitting photons.

Thermoluminescence is the phenomenon of emission of light from irradiated solids when they are stimulated with heat. This is due to the absorbed radiation energy. When some material that is sensitive to TL is exposed to ionizing radiation, electron-hole pairs are formed, that can freely move through the conductance and valence band and some of them may be trapped in some active points in the material. Electrons remain in this state until they gain enough thermal energy to be released. When the material is heated, electrons gain energy, leave the current energy state and recombine with holes [2]. This process is followed by emission of light.

The process of optically stimulated luminescence is observed when electrons recombine with holes when the material is stimulated with light with wavelengths of 435 - 625 nm. During the optical stimulation, the luminescence signal decreases because of reduction of number of trapped electrons.

Luminescence signal is detected by photon counting method, i.e. by the use of a photomultiplier tube.

LUMINESCENCE DATING

Luminescence as a dating method is developed by Martin Aitken in 1960 [3]. Quartz and feldspar grains play the role of natural dosimeters, giving information of the absorbed dose. The absorbed dose gives information of the last moment that the sample has been exposed to heat. Later, OSL was used as a complementary method for dating.

OSL and TL may be used for dating of sediments and archaeological artifacts. In order to do that, one has to determine the total dose of ionizing radiation that the sample has absorbed since its last exposure to heat or light, and that is the moment that it is assumed the sample was completely emptied, i.e. no electrons were left trapped in the lattice; and to determine the concentration of radionuclides, thus determining the dose rate [4]. The age of the sample can then be calculated by the following simple formula:

\[ \text{Age} = \frac{\text{Dose}}{\text{Dose rate}} \]

The process of age determination by luminescence methods is schematically shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Luminescence signal intensity I versus time t][5]
After an appropriate chemical preparation, the sample is measured using TL or OSL reader. The absorbed dose is determined by comparison of the natural luminescence and the signal obtained after a known laboratory dose. This can be done by exposing the sample to different doses and obtaining a calibration curve. The dose rate is determined by gamma spectrometry.

In order to apply this method for dating, two general assumptions have to be made. The first assumption states that the sample was completely emptied during its last exposure to heat or light; and the other one states that the dose rate has been constant through time. Considering the first assumption, OSL is a more reliable method than TL [6].

APPLICATION OF LUMINESCENCE DATING

Apparatus

A schematic diagram of an OSL instrument is shown in Figure 2.

![Schematic diagram of an OSL instrument](image)

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an OSL instrument

The apparatus for detection of TL and OSL used for our measurements comprises a sample carrousel and a sensitive photon counter or a photomultiplier for measurement and amplification of emitted light. The sample is placed on a heater plate and is heated by a thermocouple. Emitted light is focused to the photomultiplier through a filter. The main parts of the used TL/OSL reader are schematically shown in Figure 3.

![Main parts of the TL/OSL reader](image)

Fig. 3. Main parts of the TL/OSL reader [7]

The Riso TL/OSL reader Model DA-20 used for measurements is shown in Figure 4.

![TL/OSL reader](image)

Fig. 4. TL/OSL reader [8]

Depending on the type of material, the sample may be stimulated with light with different wavelengths, which is enabled by the use of filters. Blue, green and infrared filters are the most common filters. The intensity of stimulating light is approximately $10^{18}$ times higher than the intensity of the light emitted from the sample.

As a source for radiation, either X-ray source, alpha source ($^{241}$Am) or beta source ($^{90}$Sr/$^{90}$Y) can be used. For our measurements, a $^{90}$Sr beta source is used, characterized by activity of 1.48 GBq (~0.1 Gy/s), maximum energy of 2.27 MeV and a half-life of approximately 30 years. The beta dose actually comes from the decay of strontium, that is yttrium, which has a half-life of 64 hours. The radioactive source in the reader is shielded in a lead container.

Single Aliquot Regenerative-dose (SAR) method

Intensity of luminescence signal from the sample depends on the absorbed dose. Taking this into
account, by comparing the natural signal and the signal after a known laboratory dose, the absorbed dose can be calculated (Figure 5 and 6).

For the measurement procedure, the sample is exposed to a certain dose $D_i$, then it is heated and it is optically stimulated, OSL intensity $L_i$ is measured, a test dose $D_t$ is given, the sample is heated again and it is optically stimulated and the OSL intensity $T_i$ is measured [9-10]. At the end, a comparison of OSL intensities is done. By this, the laboratory dose that gives the same signal as the natural dose can be determined.

Measurement conditions are different than natural conditions. That is why it is important to preheat the sample in order to empty it from unstable traps and to prevent a completely empty sample from giving a luminescence signal because of thermal transfer [11], as well as to sensitize all signals to same degree. Depending on the type of sample, preheat is done under different temperatures and time length [12]. Thus, a clear OSL signal that is thermally stable is produced [13].

The apparatus is supported by appropriate software for processing of results, which comprises the programs Analyst, Control Program, Sequence editor and Viewer.

Gamma spectrometry is used for determination of dose rate, i.e. the rate of deposition of radiation energy in the sample. Gamma spectrometry actually determines the concentration of different radionuclides in the sample, which then needs to be converted into dose rate. By doing this, it is assumed that the range of radiation is less than the dimensions of the sample and that the rate of absorption of energy over unit mass of the sample is equal to the rate of emission of energy from unit mass of the sample [1]. This means that the sample has to be homogeneous in the range of at least 3-4 mm for beta radiation and 0.3 m for gamma radiation.

Water present in the sample is usually not radioactive, meaning that water content corrections have to be done.

There are certain limitations of this method for dating. Routine dosimetry of quartz and feldspar can determine doses of ~ 1 - 200 Gy, which correspond to age of hundreds to 150000 years. The system is able to register signals with the following characteristics:

$$S = I - b \geq 3\sqrt{b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $S$ is the signal, $b$ is background and $I$ is the initial value of the signal.

For final determination of the absorbed dose, the following parameters are necessary: the absorbed dose calculated by the software $D_e$, the dose rate, grain size, water content, geographic location of the sample site, and uncertainties of all these parameters.

Studies show that this procedure for retrospective dosimetry of quartz is very precise, with uncertainty of only around 1%, and also the determination of equivalent dose is independent of the test dose in the interval of 8-120 % of the natural dose. Moreover,
the result is independent of previous heat treatment [14]. It has been shown that even heating of samples up to 1000 °C has no effect on precision of measurements [15].

Sample preparation

Measurements are done on sediment samples. Part of them is chemically prepared for OSL measurements. OSL results are obtained by a TL/OSL reader. Part of the samples is used for gamma spectrometry and the other part is used for saturation water content measurements.

Before the preparation, the outer part of the material needs to be removed, thus reducing the chance of measuring a bleached sample. For ceramics and rocks, first the outer part is to be removed, then the inner part crushed into pieces.

The inner part is thoroughly chemically prepared by wet sieving, treating with HF, HCl and H2O2, washing with water and drying. By this, carbonates and organics are removed and only quartz and feldspar are left in the sample. When investigating quartz, it has to be separated from feldspar. In order to check if the sample has been cleaned from feldspar, one can stimulate the sample with infrared light. Samples containing feldspar give significant signal to this stimulation [16].

The outer part of the material that has been removed is used for water content measurements and for gamma spectrometry. Depending on the type of the gamma spectrometer the material is first crushed (if ceramics or rocks are to be measured), then grinded into small grains and then heated to high temperature in order to remove organic parts. After that it is mixed with hot wax to form a shape that is appropriate for the gamma spectrometer.

The inner part of the sample is prepared under subdued light, whereas the outer part that is used for water content measurements and for gamma spectrometry may be exposed to light as these measurements do not include OSL (Figure 7).

Prepared sample is put in steel cups suitable for the reader. Grains have to be spread in the cups in an even layer in order to prevent the different parts of the sample to absorb different doses. No two quartz grains are alike and also very few give a signal, making it reasonable to repeat the measurements with a few portions of the same sample [17].

RESULTS

Measurements are done on sediment samples from North-Western Denmark, taken from a point with altitude of 0 km, laying 8° North and 57° East. The samples are taken from depth of 8 m and put in light tight containers to prevent bleaching. The samples are then prepared according to the described procedure for extraction of quartz. For measurements, grains with dimensions in the interval 180-250 μm are chosen. Measurements for dose determination are done on Riso TL/OSL Reader model DA-20.

The beta source in the Riso TL/OSL Reader was calibrated by sensitised quartz grains with dimensions in the interval 180-250 μm, irradiated with a 137Cs source with a dose of 4.81 Gy from the Nordic Center for Luminescence Research. Exposing the quartz samples to beta irradiation of the source for different periods of time, and then measuring the optically stimulated luminescence signal for each irradiation, a calibration curve was obtained, from which it was calculated that the dose rate of the source is 0.085 Gy/s. The performance of the procedure was checked according to the abovementioned tests of recycling, recuperation, thermal transfer, preheat plateau and dose recovery.

For the dose the value 3.99±0.12 Gy was calculated by measuring the OSL response of several samples. Measurements for determination of dose rate are done by using gamma spectrometry and the value 0.95±0.1 Gy/ka was obtained.

Taking into account all necessary factors (absorbed dose, dose rate, water concentration, and geographic location) for the age of the samples the value 4.21±0.14 ka was obtained.

All uncertainty values are experimental and represent the standard deviations, whereas the uncertainty of the final age was calculated by combining uncertainties of all relevant factors, including systematic effects.

Previous studies [19] from the similar site found sediments dating back to 4200-4400 years ago and these results are in a good agreement with 14C dating results, making this the expected age.
CONCLUSION

Luminescence dating has a wide dynamic range. This method is applicable to different kinds of samples and can be successfully applied to age determination of sediments, artifacts, rocks, etc.

Sampling, sample preparation and analysis of results are very time and resources consuming, but studies show that this method for dating is very precise. This dating method is being continuously improving, thus reducing problems regarding insensitive samples, incomplete removal of unstable defects, age outside the applicable range, etc.

The described dating method is applied to sediment samples. Samples have undergone complete chemical preparation, gamma spectrometry, measurements with TL/OSL reader and appropriate analysis of results.

By using the same basic techniques applied here, optically stimulated luminescence and thermoluminescence are also used for more fundamental studies regarding atomic structure of materials.
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